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Abstract—Stepper motor is very useful and used in many 

robotics applications. Four modules of Verilog HDL programs 

for stepper motor driver and testbenches are developed. The 

developed modules are tested for different modes of operation 

at various speeds by simulation and connecting Stepper motor. 

Altera DE1 FPGA kit, stepper motor,Altera Quartus II and 

Modelsim are used. Altera Quartus II is used to write Verilog 

HDL programs for stepper motor driver, carry out pin 

assignment and uploading to Altera DE-series FPGA kit for 

testing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Stepper motor is a type of brushless motor that is used when 

precise motion and precise position is required. As their 

name implies, stepper motor rotate in discrete steps, each 

step corresponding to a pulse that is supplied to one of its 

stator windings[1]. Altera DE1 Board provides the ideal 

platform with many attributes to implement the designed 

circuits[2]. The softwares used in this work are Altera 

Quartus II and Modelsim. Quartus II is used to write Verilog 

HDL programs for stepper motor driver (4 modules), to 

carry out pin assignment and upload to FPGA kit for testing.  

Modelsim is used to write testbenches for simulations[3]. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Figure-1 shows the block diagram of stepper motor driver. 

The first module is Clock_Change_Base_On_Input. On 

board 50MHz clock is the input signal for the first module. 

It allows the user to select the frequency they wish to have. 

For the selected frequency, this module will generate the 

required clock frequency and the output will be connect to 

Counter module. Counter module will keep counting from 0 

to 7 or 7 to 0 base on the Direction Whole input signal. 

When the Direction signal is 1, the counter module will 

increment from 0 to 7 and keep looping. The counter 

module will decrement from 7 to 0 and keep looping when 

the Direction signal is 0. The counter will do 

increment/decrement when positive edge of clock input 

from output of Clock_Change_Base_On_Input occurs. 

 

 The output signal of counter module is connected to the 

BCD2SevenSegment module to generate output signal for 

seven segment display. The outputs is also connected to 

Decoder module. The BCD2SevenSegment module is 

connected to the DE1 board HEX0 seven segment display. 

This module has 2 inputs for mode selection (mode 0, mode 

1, and mode 2), 4 inputs for mode 3. The output of Decoder 

module is used to drive stepper motor base on mode input 

by user. 
. 

 

Figure 1. Proposed block diagram 

Several testbenches are used to generate waveforms to test 

the individual module, different drive modes of stepper 

motor at various speed. The generated output waveforms 

validate the functionality of the design. 

 

 By connecting the stepper motor to the GPIO pins of the 

DE1 FPGA board, the different modes of operation of 

stepper motor at different speeds can be verified. Stepper 

motor got four driving mode which are wave drive, normal 

drive(full step), half step drive and direct drive. The 

functionality of proposed design is validated with the 

simulation results. The output waveforms of all the cases are 

verified by using Modelsim. 

III. CONCLUSION 

FPGA implementation of stepper motor drive has been 

developed and tested with hardware and software. The 

generated output waveforms for different modes of the 

stepper at various speeds. By connecting the stepper motor 

to the FPGA kit using GPIO pins, the functionality is 

validated. 
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